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====== FIRST MODIFIED SECTION ===== 
B.1.1.2 Interpretation of the Diagrams 
The purpose of the subsequent diagrams is to achieve unambiguous representation of the individual contents of the 
PLMN BC-IE for the various occurrences during the call set-up phase, covering all bearer services and teleservices 
according to 3GPP TS 22.002 and 3GPP TS 22.003. 

The basic principle adopted is a graphic scheme, or mask, wherein the ordinate designates the individual parameters of 
the PLMN BC-IE and the abscissa gives the possible field values of these parameters. The abbreviations used in these 
sections are defined in table B.5. The allowed content of any PLMN BC-IE is represented by a number of graphs 
connecting parameter values (abscissa points) of all parameters (ordinate points). Each graphic scheme is subdivided 
into two independent parts: 

- "Layer/Protocol related" part; and 

- "Radio Channel related" part. 

The generation of all PLMN BC-IEs in all call set-up messages shall be in accordance with these graphs. 
Subclauses B.1.2 through B.1.11 show individual sets of graphs for each service group (BS/TS) and for each type of 
applicable Information Transfer Capability. 

In addition, the following rules apply: 

- Those parameters which have only one possible field value for all recognized services are shown in table B.5, 
where they are marked accordingly in the column "common setting of field values". They are not represented in 
the graphic scheme. 

- Not all parameters of the PLMN BC-IE are relevant for each service (BS/TS). This is represented by specific 
abscissa points with a value of "NA" (Not Applicable) allocated to these parameters. The graphs pass through 
these points for each such parameter. The actual field value to be used in the PLMN BC-IE is marked in the 
column "default setting of field values (NA)" of table B.5. An abscissa point with a value of "NAV" (Not 
AVailable) indicates that the entire octet carrying this parameter (see table B.2 "General Structure of the PLMN 
BC-Information Element") shall be omitted. 

- Unless FTM is applied, there is a particular dependency of the parameters "User Information Layer 2 Protocol 
(UIL2P)" and "Connection Element (CE)": 

- If the MS sends a PLMN BC-IE with a CE value other than "Transparent (T)", the parameter UIL2P is 
essential. Its field value must be set as indicated in the applicable graph. 

- If the MSC sends a PLMN BC-IE in the SETUP message, the parameter UIL2P may also be absent in the 
case of the CE parameter value being other than "Transparent (T)". 

- In case FTM is applied, the PLMN BC-IE shows a CE value "non-transparent", SA value "asynchronous", and 
RA value X.31 flag stuffing. The UIL2P is not available. 

- Certain parameters of the PLMN BC-IE may be negotiated during the connection establishment phase. Table B.1 
shows these parameters and the relations of their values in the SETUP message and in the CALL 
CONFIRMED/CALL PROCEEDING message, respectively, both for the mobile-originated and mobile-
terminated case. A parameter may indicate a field value of one of the following types: 

- "requested value" indicating a request which cannot be changed by the responding entity; 

- "offered value" indicating a proposal which may be changed by the responding entity; 

- a particular choice value leaving it up to the responding entity which value ultimately applies; 

- "as requested" indicating that the requested value applies and is confirmed (by returning it); 

- "selected value" indicating that a particular value applies either out of the offered set or as a free choice out 
of the defined set of values; 

- "supported value" indicating a value supported by the responding entity. 
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Table B.1: BC-Parameters subject to negotiation procedure 

Mobile Originated Call: 

 Message 
BC-parameter SETUP CALL PROC 

NDB Requested value as requested 
NPB Requested value as requested 
NSB Requested value as requested 
CE Requested value (T/NT) as requested 

"both" with the preferred value indicated 
(e.g. both NT) 

selected value (T/NT) 

UIL2P Requested value 9) or NAV 1) as requested or NAV 4) 
User Rate Requested value as requested 
DC Requested value 2) as requested or "NO" 7) 
FNUR Requested value supported value 
Other MT Requested value supported value 
UIMI Requested value supported value 
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Mobile Terminated Call: 

 Message 
BC-parameter SETUP CALL CONF 

NDB Offered value selected value (free choice) 
NPB offered value selected value (free choice) 
NSB offered value selected value (free choice) 
CE requested value (T/NT) as requested or selected value 

(T/NT) (free choice) 3) 

"both" with the preferred value indicated 
(e.g. both NT) 

selected value (T/NT) 

Sync/ 
Asynchronous 

requested value as requested or selected 
value10) 

Rate 
adaptation/Other 
rate adaptation 

requested value as requested or selected 
value11) 

UIL2P offered value 2) or NAV 4) selected or NAV 1) 
User Rate offered value selected value 5) 
DC requested value 2) as requested or "NO" 7) 
FNUR offered value selected value 6) 
Other MT offered value selected value 6) 
UIMI offered value selected value 8) 

1) For CE:T only, out-band flow control, or RA:X.31 flag stuffing requested by the MS. 
2) Not for CE:T. 
3) When the SETUP message contains no BC-IE (single numbering scheme). 
4) "NAV" shall not be interpreted as an out-band flow control request by the MS. 
5) The modification of User Rate shall be in conjunction with Modem Type and Intermediate Rate. 
6) The modification of the Fixed Network User Rate shall be in conjunction with the Modem Type and/or 

Other Modem Type. 
7) In case of a Mobile Terminated Call, if the SETUP message does not contain a BC-IE, the MS shall 

behave as if the DC is set to "data compression not possible". 
 If a sending entity, based on an earlier version of the protocol, sends a SETUP message containing "DC.. 

compression possible/ allowed" instead of the default value "NO.. compression  not possible/allowed"as 
defined in Table B.5 then the receiving MS or the receiving network may ignore the DC value and may 
return either "NO.. compression  not possible/allowed" or "DC.. compression possible/allowed" in the 
CALL CONF/CALL PROC message.
In case of a MO CALL or a MT CALL where no BC-IE is included in the CALL PROCEEDING or 
CALL CONFIRMED message, respectively, the MS or the network shall behave as if the DC was set to 
"data compression not possible" or "data compression not allowed", respectively. 

8) Less or equal to the offered value. 
9) Not for CT:T or FTM (i.e., CE:NT, SA:A, RA:X.31 flag stuffing). 
10) For FTM and PIAFS, this parameter may be negotiated. See Table B.4e for details. 
11) For FTM, PIAFS and Multimedia, this parameter may be negotiated. See Table B.4f for details. 
 

====== END OF MODIFICATION ===== 
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